
C95   S.R. 15ton BRAKE VAN (v1.0 11/05/10)
Prototype Notes 50 of these vans were built in 1934, as a lighter version of the 25ton 
brake van. They had shallower solebars than the 25t vans – the space between the floor 
and plating below the underframe members was where the weight (scrap) was placed. 
The axleboxes were smaller RCH pattern. All these vans had the duckets on the right-
hand side, with 'plate' axleguards & steps hung from the bottom edge of the solebars. 
They were used on branchlines – some remaining on the same branch all their lives. In 
1948 two vans (55675/713) were cut down for use on the Whitstable branch. Two 
others (55711/9) were transferred to Dept. stock in 1949 and became DS456/7 with a 
large toolbox on one platform. During B.R. ownership the sandboxes were removed 
from some, but not all vans. This left pairs of holes on the platforms, & sometimes a 
batten outline on the ends. Additional windows were also fitted to the compartment 
ends. In later years some vans were piped were piped for vacuum braking.  Possibly a 
few also had air pipes. In 1971, 55710/24 were sent to the Isle of Wight, one 
remaining in use until 2000.
ASSEMBLY: Please read the following carefully before commencing. This kit uses 
mouldings from the 25t kit and some mouldings will not be needed. A hole has to be 
made in the roof for the chimney, and rivets etc. have to be filed off the back of the 
sides. Alterations of the window layout can be made to the cabin ends – see below.  
NOTE: the body & roof have been modified since Geoff Kent’s “The 4mm Wagon” 
book was published – the alterations suggested in the book do not have to be made.

UNDERFRAME If you are modelling a van from which the sandboxes have been 
removed, holes can be made in the floor (rings on underside mark position). These 
are about 1mm diameter. Fit the wheel bearings, & assemble the solebars & 
headstocks upside down, then insert the wheels. Allow to set before fitting the floor 
Add the axleboxes (on the solebar moulding by the steps) – the bottom edge is attached 
to the sprue – to the front of the w-irons – ensure they are vertical. 

Other parts are best added after the body is complete.
BODY: Make the hole through the roof for the chimney (on the solebar moulding) at 
the correct end. Fit the chimney from the underside so that the square on its base is 
flush with the ring on the roof. 

File down these 
plates level with 
the upright & 
remove rivet 
detail from 
upright. Repeat 
at other end & 
then do the 
same to the 2nd 
side. USE FOR BOTH SIDES!

Removing rivet/plate detail: Lay the side on the diagram & file off the detail as shown. 
Repeat for the other side . (The filed side is the inside)
Ensure that you use the ends with the correct planking on the outside, & fit the 
compartment end the right way round - window to the right of the door (see sketch). 
Fit the duckets as shown. Place one comp. end in the inner groove of the floor & add a 
side (rests on the solebar), then add the other end & side. Fit the outer ends in the 
outer pair of grooves in the floor & add the roof – that the chimney should be at the 
end 'A', as marked on the underside of the floor, & the lip on the edges overhangs the 
cabin sides. 

WINDOW VARIATIONS: In the 1950s extra windows were fitted to the left of the 
door (E). Some vans may have had a double window on the right (D). Frames are 
included for both types  

If sandboxes are required, fit the lids to the boxes, & add to platforms centrally against 
the outer ends. Doors: use the correct type! When removing them from the sprue, cut 
the door which does not have extra tabs, off where it is joined to the sprue (see sketch) 
leaving its feeds joined to the door. These, & the tabs on the other door locate behind 
the protruding part of the sides. If it is wished to have any of the doors open, cut off the 
tabs or feeds & use a suitable support cut from scrap to fit behind it & the end (Doors 
are hinged on the outer ends). 

 Brakegear: fit the 8 brakeshoes to the bosses on the back of the solebars. Ensure that 
they do not prevent the wheels from turning freely. Fit the single type of brake lever & 
one 'V' hanger as shown. Buffers: fit the buffer shank & head to each of the buffer 
bodies.  Couplings Use either screw couplings; or Hornby couplings fitted to the 
adaptor supplied (Fit behind headstocks).

Plastic Rod (not supplied) can be fitted between the back of the brakeshoes, & also 
between the brakelevers) & 'V' hanger(s) if wished.

STEPS: REMOVE THEM CAREFULLY FROM THE SPRUE USING A RAZOR 
SAW OR VERY SHARP KNIFE Use the outer steps on the solebar moulding (the inner 
steps are for the 25t van & not needed. See sketch below: 

Fit the 4 lamp irons; & the two ventilators to the roof. Add handrails from 20 thou plastic 
rod (not supplied). The outer handrails X can be either fixed to the inner face of the ends 
or into holes on the edge  made with a 0.55mm drill.
Brake pipes were fitted on the chimney side - vac. piped: short one on floor sprue as P, 
air-piped: long one as Q). Dual piped vans had both pipes.

LIVERY: White handrails & lampirons. SR: body/solebars – SR Goods Brown & 
venetian red ends/sandboxes/cabin ends and headstocks. Roof originally White, then 
Black. Lettering as above 1) 1928 - 37 2) 1938 - 48.  BR: all of underframe Black, Grey 
body, piped vans – Bauxite body, Dept. vans – Olive Green body (sometimes including 
solebars/headstocks). In the 1980s some were Grey with 12" Yellow band at top of sides 
& top of ends. Lettering as above left for SR - small SR post-1937; BR as above.  
NUMBERS (prefixed B or DB for BR):  55675-724 REFERENCES: MRC May '67, 
RM Jan '71, MR Mar '89, "Rolling Stock Recognition 3 - Dept. Stock", "British Railway 
Goods Wagons in Colour" R. Hendry (Midland).
“Southern Railway Wagons Vol. 4”, Bixley, Blackburn,  Chorley, King (OPC).


